Sharón Lynn Wyeth
Pronunciation: Shah-roan Linn Why-ith]
Short Bio
International name expert Sharón Lynn Wyeth is the Founder and Creator of Neimology®
Science, the study of the placement of the letters in a name, after 15 years of research followed
by 3 years of testing in over 70 countries. She has evaluated thousands of names since 1995. Her
bestselling book, Know the Name; Know the Person is the first in the sequence, followed by
Know the Name; Know the Spirit and Know the Name; Know How to Connect. You may have
seen her on Good Day LA, New York City’s Fox News, Good Morning Arizona, and in various
other cities on NBC, CBS, & ABC or have heard her interviewed on any one of hundreds of
radio shows.
Today she is hired by Human Resource Departments in choosing appropriate candidates to
interview, lawyers in how to present cases to judges, and individuals who wish to know
themselves better and maximize their ability to connect with others. She also assists nationally
and internationally in naming new businesses, new products, and when people wish to change
their names.
Long Bio
How much do you think you can learn about someone from their name? Not their
handwriting, but just their name?
According to Sharón Lynn Wyeth, founder of Neimology® Science, you can tell their
past experience, their future health concerns, their unique personality traits, their
strengths, challenges and even their purpose in life. Supposedly she can tell instantly
how a person really thinks, feels and behaves—regardless of what they tell you!
And she says that’s because Neimology® is the science that discovers personality
secrets hidden in the placement of the letters within names. Each letter in a name holds
a key to unlock one’s true essence. A person’s name contains information about that
individual’s gifts and challenges. Neimology® Science can even reveal the first and last
impression people remember about us.
In addition to creating Neimology® Science, Sharón has accomplishments in many
fields most particularly in education, where her impact has benefited thousands of
students and was highlighted in Tom Brokaw’s Evening News on NBC. President
George H. Bush presented a drop-out prevention program that Sharón helped to create
at a conference for fifty governors. In addition, she has used her innate gift of intuition,
combined with her keen skills, and reasoning mind to create Neimology® Science as an
indicator to analyze an individual’s personality, in the same category, yet differently than
the Myers-Briggs, BRICKS, and Enneagram methodologies.

After 15 years of research followed by 3 years of testing her theories in over 70
countries, including Russia, India and China, Sharón continued to develop how to
interpret names over the next twenty-two years, which is why Neimology® Science is so
accurate.
Over the years, she has been able to support thousands of people around the world in
understanding themselves and others better. During her travels and teaching workshops
in Europe, Africa, Central America, Thailand, India, and Israel, she discovered that with
only a few adjustments, the system of gaining knowledge about people by analyzing
their names worked in these countries as well.
Today she assists a variety of individual business’ Human Resource departments in
choosing appropriate candidates to interview; assists lawyers in how to present cases to
judges, and in picking their juries; and works with couples and families on how to better
communicate with each other to improve their relationships. She also creates names for
new business, new products and when people wish to change their name.
She is the author of three books, including the Amazon bestseller, Know the Name;
Know the Person. Her new book Know the Name; Know How to Connect is being
published January 7, 2019. Sharón hosts her own radio show, “Know the Name; Know
the Genius in You,” you can hear it on iHeart radio.
About Neimology® Science
Sharón combines Neimology® Science and her intuition to give exacting, accurate
readings to individuals assisting them to get answers on topics such as love, career,
money, relationships, and other aspects of life. She is trusted by her international
clientele to guide them by providing discerning, perceptive, and insightful suggestions
as her vast experiences and wisdom come through her readings.

